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This amazing letter is going to change the way you go about getting traffic to your website forever! Start

Using The Power Of Video To Grab Traffic From The Biggest Search Engine On The Internet Today...

Are you currently struggling to get search engine traffic? Do you need a way to get Google to notice your

site that's easy and doesn't cost anything? "Google Video Marketing" is your answer... Dear Friend, Have

you tried every traffic tactic you can find to generate visitors to your website? Have you tried to get

Search Engine Traffic? I know it can be down right frustrating when trying to build a respectable and

profitable amount of traffic to your website because there is so much stuff out there that just doesn't work!

You have to be damn near a computer scientist to be able to understand the search engines or how to

consistently get any amount of traffic from them! With billions upon billions of pages competing for

exposure on the search engines, how is the little guy to prevail? It's always seemed impossible. Until

now... The "Google Video Marketing" Course Has Leveled The Playing Field For You And Your Website!

Google just released a new service called Google Video... What is Google video? It's a search engine for

searching nothing but video files! Why is this good for you? Because it's brand new and there aren't
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billions of competing listings! You can grab prime time exposure that was once far out of your league and

now you can compete with the big boys and get loads of traffic. Here's why... I just did a search on the

regular Google search engine for the search term "Internet marketing" and it brought back 798,000,000

pages! That's almost a BILLION competing pages! How could you compete with that? Here's where it

gets really good for you... I just did a search on the Google Video search engine for the same search term

"Internet marketing" and it brought back only 989 listings! That's not thousand, millions, or billions. JUST

989! Did you read that? 989 video files for you to compete with for traffic, fame, and sales!!! You can

easily grab loads of visitors and sales! The market is wide open for you! "You're going to be taken step by

step through the process of getting video up in Google's new video search engine in an amazing new

VIDEO course that will have traffic flowing to your site in no time!" Using the new Google Video search

engine will give you the same opportunity to grab your fair share of the traffic pie in a market of big

companies with huge budgets. It's not hard or expensive to do and doesn't involve any complicated

systems, software or hardware to learn. You can easily do this! With the market being so new, it's easy

for people just like me and you to jump right in and start increasing our sales today! You have to jump on

this opportunity now, these kinds of opportunities are very rare! What better way to learn about getting

traffic than from an interactive video course? Here are the 14 videos you'll find inside the "Google Video

Marketing" course... Video #1 Introduction To The How To Modules Video #2 What Is Google Video?

Video #3 - #4 Getting Started With Google Video Video #5 Shooting Your Video Video #6 - #7 Uploading

Your Video To Google Video #8 Common Questions Answered About Google Video Video #9

Introduction To Marketing With Google Video Video #10 Driving Traffic To Your Website Video #11

Picking A Niche For Your Video Video #12 What Not To Do With Your Video Video #13 Learning By

Example Video #14 Go Get Started! Am I Really Going To Be Able To Create Videos That Look

Professional And Get Traffic? Without a doubt! It's in this video course, that you're going to learn how

easy it really is for anyone to create professional level video on the Internet! You'll get a complete

paint-by-numbers action plan to follow that is fail proof and leaves nothing to question so you can get

started right away. You don't need any experience or the ability to do a bunch of complicated editing to be

able to crank out beautiful videos to share with the world. You'll be able to easily amaze your family,

friends and most importantly, you website visitors! Will I Really Be Able To Submit To Google And Not

Only Get Accepted But Get Traffic? Absolutely, yes! This isn't like the regular search engine that requires



complying with hundreds of strict guidelines. You also don't need to do all kinds of complicated and

expensive Search Engine Optimization to get good position in the search engine! You're going to learn

the "easy to follow" plan that you can easily put into use that virtually guarantees you're inclusion in the

search engine. You'll also discover how you can get a top position that will mean loads of traffic,

recognition and sales for you and your business. This system will show you how to open up the flood

gates of traffic using the new Video Rush at Google! Isn't It Going To Cost Me Hundreds Or Thousands

Of Dollars To Be Able To Create Professional Video? Think again! You're going to learn how you can

create amazing video that awes your visitors and Google using dirt cheap tools! You'll even learn of one

that's 100 free! That's right, you don't have to spend a thin dime buying any expensive video equipment,

editing software or anything like that. And the best part is, this is extremely easy to use. You can literally

learn how to use it in just minutes and be up and creating kick butt videos in only a few short minutes! Are

You Ready To Start Your Flood Of Traffic? The action time for getting traffic is lightning fast. You can

literally be getting traffic directly from Google, the biggest search engine on the Internet, today! How does

that sound? It's not complicated, expensive or time consuming! Aren't you tired of failing to get the traffic

you need to make it in your business? You Deserve More Sales, More Credibility, And More Traffic! What

would it mean for your income if you could add just 4 or 5 more sales a day to your business? If you sold

a $50 product, that would be $200+ a day and total out of $6,000 a month increase in your income! That's

a nice boost in monthly income. Now, I can't promise you'll make that amount. After all, I don't know you

or if you'll even put the strategies into place. But... I will uncover them for you and if you'll just take action

and get your first video up by using this easily actionable plan, you will increase your traffic and sales!

"Okay, Here's The Part Where You Charge Me Hundreds Of Dollars For This Video Course Right?"

Wrong! I did want to charge way more for this incredible information. Being able to bring all the traffic you

want from the biggest search engine in the world is a pretty big discovery that could change the lives of

thousands of website owners. I even went as far as creating the DVD covers and getting a quote and

setup for production and shipping of this as a physical product. But as I went further along, I realized that

this information is time sensitive and very valuable to you. I know you want it now and don't want to wait

for DVD's to arrive in the mail so what I've decided to do is slash the price I was going to charge for the

physical DVD's. I was going to charge $397.00 for this top secret information on physical DVD's but since

it's much cheaper and easier for me to deliver this to you via Instant Download you're going to get it for



the deeply discounted price of $47! I do not plan on making this available at that price for long so order

right this second! You have all the traffic, credibility, and profit jut waiting for you to grab it!
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